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The Development
of Squirr el Hill
By Michael Ehrmann
Chairman, Squirrel Hill Historical Society

Over the past ten years, the Squirrel Hill Historical Society has
been gathering arid presenting stories of the history of our
neighborhood and the surrounding areas and region to share
with our.populace.
When I think about Squirrel Hill?s history, I segment the
development of our neighhorhood into four phases: the first
as a semi-rural and farming area prior to 1870, the second as
one of large homes and estates in the late 1800s early 1900s,
the third as the era ofextensive residential and commercial
development during the late 1890s - 1930, and the fourth as
the vibrant urban community from 1930 to the present day. By
no means are these dates exact; and while the four phases
clearly overlap, they give an overall perspective to the growth
and development of the area. For example, based on
discussions with members of the Raymond Hasley family, who
were active in both farming and construction at the tum of
the 19th century, we've learned that even after 1900 the area
included several farms alongside the residential and
commercial development that was occurring throughout
Squirrel Hill.
Native Americans were early settlers in the general vicinity, and
it is.believed that they first gave the area the name of "Squirrel
Hill."
Squirrel Hill developed lat�r than a number of the surrounding
communities: for example, neighboring Greenli eld had devel
oped earlier, presumably due to its location along the
Monongahela River. Squirrel Hill is not a river community - it
doesn't have direct river frontage, and it didn't have sufficient
roadway to connect it to downtown Pittsburgh until late in the
19th century.
The first known settler cabins in the area were built during the
last part of the 18tl.i century. Early residents included Colonel
James Burd who was stationed at Fort Pitt, and others such as
James Fleming, the Neils, and the Martins; the two latter
names are knq;wn from their· cabins, which have Jiemained. in
Schenley Park.
I

Other early settlers in this area included the Girty-T'l)rner fami
ly. Simon Girty, an Irish emigrant and trader, was the· first in· a
long line of family members known to reside in Squirrel . Hill.
The Turner cemetery, established in 1838 by John Turner� holds
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final resting places for many of their descendants. In addition,
the family gave part of their land on Beechwood Boulevard
which was eventually developed as the Mary S. Brown
Memorial Methodist church, the oldest standing church in
Squirrel Hill.
A major happening occurred in 1867. Until then, Squirrel Hill
had been part of Liberty Township. In 1867, Liberty Township
became incorporated into the rapidly growing City of
Pittsburgh and became the 22nd Ward.
The second phase of the history of Squirrel Hill, was the large
homes and estate era. This was a transitional period. Only a
limited number of the large mansions built during this period
have survived to the present day. Some of the best-known
dwellings of that era were Lyndhurst at 1165 Beechwood
Avenue, which was built .by William Tha'Y; Highmont at 6200
Fifth Avenue, which was built by J.J. Vandergrift; Beh Helm, at
5360 Forbes Avenue, which was designed '.by famed architect
Frederick Law Olmstead for William Larimer Mellon; and the
John Worthington Mansion at 5505 Forbfs Aven�e. The
Worthington Mansion is now part ofthe Temple Sm_ai complex.
The Mellon family built a number of lar�er home�Jn our area,
such as the Andrew Mellon Mansion, wh'ich now:shlves as the
centerpiece of the campus of Chatham ijbiversity.:Y-utually all
of the other Mellon homes have disappe;ired.
Four events in the later y�lir� bf the 1800� were critical to the
development of Squirrel Hill. 'First, in 1869 the Pennsylvania
Female College, later renain�d
the Pennsylvania College for
•:;·• .
I
Women, and now known as Chatham University, was founded.
Second, the Homewood GeJ.J1etJfy was established on 176 acres
ofland in 1876. Third, Schel'll�-y>l�ark was establishecl;iµ 1889
on lanc;l that had· been donated at �al cost.to Bitt�burgl1
by Mary Croghan Schenley, .{ gr�ddaugpter
of Geue;,illJames
,.
,,,.
O'Hara, who had owned a, lot of land in the area. Schenl�y
Park 0rig_irially had an area 0020 acres, which h�s-,e��ed to
456 acres over the years. Fou�, and perhaps most sigmfjcant
ly, electric !iolleys were extended along Forbes and Murray
Avenues into and through the heart of the neighborhood
sometime around 1893. The trolley line initially provided an
easier. mode of transportation for employees of !b.� .;ir�l� mapy
,.
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mansion estates to travel to work, and also was crucial to the
extensive residential and commercial development that was to
begin primarily after the tum of the century.
Prior to 1900, Squirrel Hill had very few paved roads. By the
end of this era, there was a full grid of paved roads, including
along
Beechwood
Boulevard,
which was
designed by
Olmstead
and con
structed
around
El.ectric Trolley
1900. In
addition, the construction of the Boulevard of the Allies
connection through Schenley Park after 1920 gave the area an
important new link to Oakland and downtown.
By the early 1900s, local owners of farms and estates were
ready to reap profits from their land by selling their properties
to builders and prospective homeowners. Squirrel Hill's era of
rapid building growth had begun, and continued for the next
two to three decades. For example, many of the members of
the Mellon family divested their estates with large tracts of land
from which numerous small housing lots were created. The
Murdoch family, who had owned floral shops downtown and
had grown their flowers in greenhouses in our area, also sold
off tracts of land in Squirrel Hill from which were created
smaller building lots. The name of the Murdock Farms area of
Squirrel Hill, which is located between Wightman Street and
Schenley Park, reflects their prior ownership. By the end of this
period, the neighborhood, still a vital part of the city, was
transformed into an urban area characterized predominantly by
relatively small building sites that had been improved with cus
tom built homes ranging from small to large in size.
Along with growing residential development, supportive servic
es began to appear to meet the needs of the population. Only
a limited number of small schools had been built in the area in
the early and mid 1800s. However, as children began to occupy
growing places in the community, additional schools were
needed. The following educational institutions opened starting
in the late 1890s: Thomas Wightman (1898); Linden (1903);
Colfax, which replaced an earlier building (1911); Roosevelt,
which (1908) replaced an earlier building and later was replaced
(1955) by the Minadeo School; and Taylor Allderdice High
School (1926).
There were a few religious institutions in the area prior to 1900,
such as the Mary S. Brown Church. As the need grew for
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religious
services, a
number of
churches
were built
after 1900,
including
the Sixth Presbyterian Church (1903) the Asbury Methodist
Church (1906), and Church of the Reedeemer (1913): until
1966, the Asbury Church stood on the current site of the
Squirrel Hill branch of the Carnegie Library at Forbes and
Murray Avenues.
In 1927, Squirrel Hill gained another important resource when
Frick Park was opened on the 151-acre site donated by William
Clay Frick. The Fricks later donated the adjacent Clayton estate
for public use.
As the community became more heavily populated after the
tum of the century, shops opened along the trolley routes on
Forbes and Murray Avenues to provide services for the growing
population. As we know, the center of Squirrel Hill has
remained as one of the city's most vibrant neighborhood retail
centers to this day.
By 1930, while much of central Squirrel Hill was established,
the neighborhood continued to evolve and develop unique
characteristics. For example, since the 1930s, Squirrel Hill's
Jewish population has grown to the extent that is has become
one of the largest Jewish communities between New York and
Chicago. Numerous Jewish institutions, including the Jewish
Community Center, synagogues and temples, religious schools,
and Jewish-oriented shops and organizations are based in the
area.
In recent years, both new and expanded retail establishments
have opened to enrich our business district with numerous and
diverse Asian restaurants and shops in the community. Other
restaurants along Murray and Forbes offer Argentinean, Italian
(with a few pizza restaurants), barbecue, Middle Eastern, and
American food. And then there are our coffee shops, bagel
restaurants, and bakeries.
A critical development in and around Squirrel Hill was the
opening of the Parkway and Squirrel Hill Tunnel in 1953. This
construction changed the local traffic grid, but gave the neigh
borhood easier and quicker access to and from downtown
Pittsburgh and surrounding areas.
Finally, what I personally consider to be the most important
recent development in Squirrel Hill is the opening of
Summerset at Frick Park, one of the nation's largest "brown
field" residential developments. Summerset has brought an
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infusion of new residents into Squirrel Hill and is a significant
addition to this area.
In summary, Squirrel Hill has developed rapidly from 19th
century farmland to the dynamic urban community it is
today. Gg

